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The coding of line orientation in the visual system has been investigated
extensively. During the prolonged viewing of a stimulus, the perceived
orientation continuously changes (normalization effect). Also, the orien-
tation of the adapting stimulus and the background stimuli influence the
perceived orientation of the subsequently displayed stimulus: tilt after-
effect (TAE) or tilt illusion (TI). The neural mechanisms of these effects
are not fully understood. The proposed model includes many local ana-
lyzers, each consisting of two sets of neurons. The first set has two inde-
pendent cardinal detectors (CDs), whose responses depend on stimulus
orientation. The second set has many orientation detectors (OD) tuned
to different orientations of the stimulus. The ODs sum up the responses
of the two CDs with respective weightings and output a preferred orien-
tation depending on the ratio of CD responses. It is suggested that dur-
ing prolonged viewing, the responses of the CDs decrease: the greater
the excitation of the detector, the more rapid the decrease in its response.
Thereby, the ratio of CD responses changes during the adaptation, caus-
ing the normalization effect and the TAE. The CDs of the different lo-
cal analyzers laterally inhibit each other and cause the TI. We show that
the properties of this model are consistent with both psychophysical and
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neurophysiological findings related to the properties of orientation per-
ception, and we investigate how these mechanisms can affect the orien-
tation’s sensitivity.

1 Introduction

Coding of sensory information has been studied both psychophysically
and neurophysiologically. Contour orientation is the key feature for stim-
ulus recognition. Orientation perception and its effects have been stud-
ied psychophysically for some time. It has been shown that the perceived
orientation of stimuli depends on both the history of stimulus displaying
(adaptation) and the background pattern (Gibson, 1933; Köhler & Wallach,
1944; Gibson & Radner, 1937; Held, 1963; Morant & Harris, 1965; Ganz,
1966; Blakemore, Carpenter, & Georgeson, 1970; Campbell & Maffei, 1971;
Mitchell & Muir, 1976). Various perceptual effects have been identified.
During adaptation or the prolonged viewing of the same stimulus, its per-
ceived orientation continuously changes—a normalization effect (Gibson,
1933; Gibson & Radner, 1937). The orientation of preceded stimulus affects
the perception of the followed stimulus and gives rise to the illusion of tilt
after-effect (TAE). The background pattern affects the perceived orientation
of stimulus and it gives rise to the tilt illusion (TI). (See Table 1.)

However, only in the middle of the previous century were electrophysi-
ological correlates of stimulus perception established (Barlow, 1953; Hubel
& Wiesel, 1959; Levick, 1967). The researchers found the neurons, so-called
orientation detectors (OD), which fire selectively for different orientations
of the stimulus. The responses of these neurons depend on the history of the
stimulus being displayed (Müller, Metha, Krauskopf, & Lennie, 1999; Bed-
nar & Miikkulainen, 2000; Dragoi, Sharma, & Sur, 2000; Dragoi, Sharma,
Miller, & Sur, 2002; Sur, Schummers & Dragoi, 2002; Felsen, Shen, et al.,
2002; Jin, Dragoi, Sun, & Seung, 2005; Gutnisky & Dragoi, 2008; Ghiso-
van, Nemri, Shumikhina, & Molotchnikoff, 2009) and on the visual patterns
where the stimulus is being displayed (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Dragoi &
Sur, 2000; Wissig & Kohn, 2012). However, it is not yet clear what neural
adaptation mechanisms are responsible for the changes in the perception of
line orientation. It is natural that most authors assume that the perception
depends on the responses of a set of ODs—in other words, on a distributed
presentation of responses (Lehky & Sejnowski, 1990; Schwartz, Sejnowski,
& Dayan 2009). As the parameters of this distribution are crucial for the per-
ception, it is important to know what these parameters are, how they arise,
and how stimuli modify them.

Several models have been put forward to address these problems. The
first model is based on experimental data, which show that the number of
detectors tuned to vertical or horizontal lines are greater than those tuned
to oblique orientations, that is, the anisotropic distribution of orientation
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Table 1: List of Acronyms and Terms.

Term Description

Adapter The long-observed stimulus that precedes a test stimulus.
Attraction The test stimulus is perceived as rotated toward an

adapter or inducer.
Cardinal detector (CD) The formal neuron broadly tuned to an orientation that

forms a set of linearly independent detectors (i.e., the
responses of which are not correlated).

Cardinal vector (CV) The 2D vector formed from responses of two independent
CDs.

Global analyzer The set of neurons processing signals from a set of local
analyzers.

Inducer The observed stimulus displayed next to the test stimulus.
Local analyzer The set of neurons directly receiving signals from a small,

local part of retina
Orientation detector (OD) The formal neuron narrowly tuned to a specific

orientation and receiving signals from two CDs. The
responses of ODs are correlated.

Orientational sensitivity Described by the just noticed differences of stimulus
orientations.

Preferred orientation The orientation of stimulus that arouses the maximum
response of a given OD.

Receptive field (RF) The part of the retina that transmits signals to a local
analyzer.

Repulsion The test stimulus is perceived as rotated away from the
adapter or inducer.

Tilt aftereffect (TAE) The perceived orientation of the preceding stimulus affects
the perceived orientation of the following stimulus.

Tilt illusion (TI) The perceived orientation of a line is changed by the
presence of surrounding lines of different orientations

detectors (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; King-Smith & Kulikowski, 1981;
Li, Peterson, & Freeman, 2003). This model also suggests that the distri-
bution of responses across the set of ODs determines the perceived line
orientation. Both the adaptation and the background pattern change this
distribution of responses across the set of OD. Thus, the TAE and TI stem
from the changes of the distribution of OD responses. The characteristics of
the TAE and normalization effect depend on the particular characteristics of
the distribution (Clifford, Wederoth & Spehar, 2000; Storrs & Arnold, 2015;
Schwartz, Sejnowski, & Dayan 2009; Bednar & Miikkulainen, 2000; Dragoi
et al., 2000; Dragoi, Rivadulla, & Sur, 2001; Ghisovan et al., 2009; Priebe,
2016; Mayo & Smith, 2017). Unfortunately, we do not yet completely un-
derstand how the adaptation and the background pattern modify the dis-
tribution of responses over the set of the ODs according to this approach.
Clifford (2014) proposed a modified distributed representation, where the
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orientational sensitivity of the pool of orientation detectors is modified by
inhibitory signals transmitted to the inputs of the cortical neurons. How-
ever, neither the source nor the control mechanism of inhibition signals are
known, so it is difficult to estimate the quantitative properties of these mod-
els and, consequently, difficult to compare the predictions of such models
with the real experimental data.

Another problem is that the relationship between neuron responses
(neurophysiological data) and perception of the stimulus orientation (psy-
chophysical data) is still not clear (Ghisovan et al., 2009). Not only is it
unclear which neurons are affected by adaptation but also how adapta-
tion and TI modify the distribution of the responses over the set of ODs.
Some models suggest that the adaptation shift of the preferred orientation
could emerge “from a recurrently connected network without plasticity”
(Quiroga, Morris, & Krekelberg, 2016; see also Mayo & Smith, 2017). Ac-
cording to these models, inertia (persistence of a response after offset of a
stimulus) causes the preceding adapter and the following test stimulus to
overlap in time. As a result of this overlapping, a shift of the preferred ori-
entation of the ODs occurs. The authors conclude, “This demonstrates that,
in a recurrent network, adaptation on time-scales of hundreds of millisec-
onds does not require plasticity” (Quiroga et al., 2016, 58). However, these
models fail to explain the influence of an adapter on longer adaptation.

On the basis of psychophysical findings, Held (1963), Templeton,
Howard, and Easting (1965), and Wenderoth and Zwan (1989) suggested
that the influence of an adapter on the perception of an orientation of a
following test stimulus depends on two factors: one is perceptual figural,
which depends on the interaction among nonlocal parts of image and pro-
duces TI, and the other is local, which produces TAE. Morant and Harris
(1965) also wrote that the perceptual TAE is the result of the joint impact
of two processes. Templeton et al. (1965), after careful investigation of the
possible impact of these two processes on orientation perception, also con-
cluded that both mechanisms could operate together.

To explain the noted factors, the two-stage model was proposed
by Vaitkevičius, Karalius, Meškauskas, Sinius, and Sokolov (1983) and
Vaitkevičius et al. (2009). According to this model, two sets of the
orientation-sensitive neurons exist. The first has a small number of inde-
pendent neurons broadly tuned to the orientation of the stimulus. The sec-
ond consists of a large number of neurons, which are narrowly tuned to
the different orientations of the stimulus. These neurons sum up with the
given weighting the output responses of the neurons of the first set. This
model can qualitatively estimate how the adaptation and the processes re-
lated to the TI have an impact on the responses of orientation detectors and
the perception of orientation of stimuli (Vaitkevičius et al., 2009). However,
the quantitative properties of the model were not investigated (i.e., the re-
lationship between neuron responses and perception of the stimulus orien-
tation was not analyzed).
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The aim of this letter is to reconstruct and expand on the mentioned
model (Vaitkevičius et al., 2009) and to then use this model to determine
quantitatively the influence of the adaptation and processes related to the TI
on both the responses of orientation detectors and the perception of stimu-
lus orientation. Two responses of CDs determine cardinal vector (CV) in 2D
Cartesian coordinate space. The proposed Cartesian coordinates differ from
those used in other models (Clifford et al., 2000; Kuhlmann & Vidyasagar,
2011). The preferred orientation of the given OD is uniquely determined by
the orientation of the CV. The greater is the response of the CD, the faster
it decreases during adaptation. The TI stems from lateral inhibition among
the CDs excited by the test stimulus and the inducer. Thus, knowing the dis-
tribution of OD responses, we can calculate how adaptation and TI affect
the perception of orientation.

The analysis of CDs and ODs responses reveals that the adaptation dif-
ferently changes their response gain (i.e., response magnitude) and orienta-
tional sensitivity. The adaptation reduces the response gain of the CDs but
does not change the orientation selectivity. However, the adaptation maxi-
mally reduces the response gain of ODs tuned to cardinal orientation of the
stimulus and affects the orientational selectivity of all ODs. If the adapter
is vertical, with a horizontal or diagonal line oriented at 45◦, the orienta-
tional sensitivity of ODs does not change. When the adapter is oriented at
22.5◦, 67.5◦, and 112.5◦, it maximally affects the orientational sensitivity of
ODs. Adaptation maximally improves orientation sensitivity of the set of
ODs when the adapter is similar or largely dissimilar with respect to the
test orientation (compare with the findings of Gutnisky & Dragoi, 2008). It
should be noted that if the orientational sensitivity increases in one range of
angles, then it inevitably decreases in another range, and on average, across
the whole range of orientations, it does not change.

2 Structure of Formalized Model of Orientation Selectivity

The basic elements of our model (see Figure 1A) are formal neurons, which
algebraically sums up the input signals. A stimulus is mapped in a small re-
gion (receptive filed, RF) of the local analyzer. Orientation (ϕ) of this stim-
ulus is coded by the responses {x1(ϕ), x2(ϕ)} of two independent cardinal
detectors (CDs) that form the 2D vector (�E(ϕ) = {x1(ϕ), x2(ϕ)} cardinal vec-
tor, CV). Orientation of this vector uniquely codes the orientation of the lo-
cal stimulus. Besides the CDs, there are many orientation detectors (ODs),
that combine to calculate the orientation of the stimulus (Vaitkevičius et al.
2009). The maximally excited OD determines the orientation of the stimu-
lus. During prolonged exposure of an adapter, the CD responses decrease:
the more excited the CD, the more its response decreases in a process of lo-
cal adaptation. As the stimuli usually excite the CDs to a different extent,
the orientation of the CV changes during adaptation.
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Figure 1: Model of the orientation analyzer. (A) I, II, . . . , IV. Two cardinal de-
tectors (CDs) (x1(ϕ), x2(ϕ)) sum up signals of receptors located in the RF of the
local analyzer; they are broadly tuned to the orientations of stimuli. Orienta-
tion detectors (ODs) are tuned to different stimulus orientations. These detec-
tors sum up signals of CDs with given weightings. These two CDs and a set
of ODs, which obtain signals from these CDs, compose a local analyzer of ori-
entation. The same kinds of CDs of different local analyzers inhibit each other.
(B) Two-layer and (C) three-layer models of a local analyzer. The signals from
the RF are transmitted to the inputs of two CDs, the orientation selectivity of
which is described by functions cos2(ϕ + θ ) and sin2(ϕ + θ ). The output sig-
nals of CDs are transmitted to the inputs of neurons marked by numbered
circles (1, . . . , k, . . . , n − 1, n). These orientation-selective neurons sum up the
signals of CDs with the given weightings. White circles represent the
orientation-selective neurons. Black circles represent neurons generating in-
hibitory signals, which inhibit orientation-selective neurons (white circle). In a
three-layer model, an activated inhibitory neuron quenches the output response
of OD (Whitmire & Stanley, 2016).
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Furthermore, there are many local analyzers in the visual system, and
each has its own two CDs and a set of ODs. The same types of CDs across
the different local analyzers mutually inhibit each other (lateral inhibition
in the orientation domain). The processes of the different analyzers overlap
in time due to inertia produced by an adapter, and the local stimulus and
nonlocal test stimulus jointly affect the responses (see Figure 10 in appendix
A). Thus, the adaptation responses of the ODs stem from the joint actions
of these local and nonlocal processes.

2.1 Construction of Orientation Selective Detectors (ODs). The local
orientation analyzer gets signals from receptors located in an RF of the an-
alyzer. The dependencies of the output responses of the CDs are described
by the two following functions:

x1(ϕ) = cos 2(ϕ + θ ) and x2(ϕ) = sin 2(ϕ + θ ), (2.1)

where θ stands for phase, which equals 22.5◦ (Vaitkevičius et al., 1983;
Vidyasagar, 1985; Foster & Ward, 1991a, 1991b). The two signals of the CDs
form the components of a two-dimensional vector �E(ϕ). Changing angle ϕ

from 0◦ to 180◦, causes vector �E(ϕ) to change its orientation from 0◦ to 360◦

(see Figure 2; the solid black circles denote the end of vectors).
The OD sums up the weighted output signals of the CDs (see Figures 1B

and 1C). The output signal of the kth OD zk(ϕ) could be calculated by

zk (ϕ) = ck1x1 (ϕ) + ck2x2 (ϕ) =
(
�Ck (ϕk) , �E (ϕ)

)

=
∣∣∣�Ck (ϕk)

∣∣∣
∣∣∣�E (ϕ)

∣∣∣ cos(̂�Ck, �E). (2.2)

The weightings of the two connections of the kth OD will be denoted by
{ck1, ck2} (k = 1, . . . , n). They form the two-dimensional connection vector
�Ck(ϕk) of the kth OD. Assume that the magnitude of this vector is constant:
|�Ck(ϕk)| = constant. Each OD is tuned to a different stimulus orientation,
that is, each one maximally sensitive to a given line orientation. So that the
response of the kth OD will be at its maximum under exposure of the given
line orientation ϕk, the connection vector �Ck(ϕk) should be collinear with
the given vector �E(ϕk) (Fomin, Sokolov, & Vaitkevicius, 1979). Hence, the
orientation of vector �E(ϕk) uniquely codes the orientation of the line: the kth
OD is maximally excited relative to others, when vectors �E (ϕk) and �Ck(ϕk)
are collinear.

It should also be noted that according to the experimental results (Sillito,
1975; Ferster & Koch, 1987; Worgotter & Koch, 1991; Ben-Yishai, Bar-Or &
Sompolinsky, 1995; Sompolinsky & Shapley, 1997), the orientation selectiv-
ity of the detectors vanishes or is significantly reduced when the inhibi-
tion signals are suppressed. That is difficult to explain with the two-layer
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Figure 2: Vector coding of line orientations. Responses of the cosine CD are on
the abscissas; on the ordinate are responses of the sine cardinal one. The black
circles represent the end of vectors corresponding to the lines of different ori-
entations (0◦ ≤ ϕ < 180◦) in the absence of an adaptation. The black triangles
and gray circles represent vectors corresponding to the same physical lines dis-
played after the adapter oriented at 22.5◦ and at 60◦, respectively. The solid black
vectors oriented at 45◦ represent the vertical line preceding the adapter. The gray
and dashed vectors represent the physical vertical line after adaptation to lines
oriented at 60◦ and 22.5◦, respectively.

model (see Figure 1B). In order to take into account the neurophysiolog-
ical findings, the two-layer model could be transformed into a three-layer
model (see Figure 1C). It is suggested that each neuron (black circle) inhibits
the response of the output OD (white circle). An output neuron is active if
the response of the inhibitory neuron equals zero. Let us assume that the
kth inhibitory neuron also sums up the weighted signals provided by the
CDs. Assume that the connection weightings of the inhibitory neuron also
form the components of two-dimensional vectors �C+

k (ϕk) orthogonal to vec-
tor �E(ϕk).

Hence, the kth OD will generate its maximal signal when vector �E(ϕk)
is collinear to the connection vector of this neuron and orthogonal to the
connection vector C+

k (ϕk) of the inhibitory neuron. Thus, this model codes
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the orientation of the vector under which the output response of the kth in-
hibitory neuron equals zero. The structure of the three-layer model is con-
sistent with the neurophysiological findings of Whitmire and Stanley (2016;
see Figure 5), who showed that sensory excitatory input to a cortical neu-
ron is usually accompanied by inhibitory input through an intermediate
neuron.

2.2 Adaptation in the Local Analyzer: Local Adaptation. Let us as-
sume that the changes of the CD orientational sensitivity during prolonged
viewing depend on both the orientation of adapter (angle ϕa) and duration
time (t):

x j(ϕ/ϕa, t) = x j(ϕ) exp(−γ (t)|x j(ϕa)|), ( j = 1, 2). (2.3)

That could be presented in vector notation:

�E(ϕ/ϕa, t) = A(ϕat)�E(ϕ), (2.3a)

where A(ϕa, t) stands for the operator of the adaptation; x j(ϕ/ϕa, t) stands
for the jth CD response to the line of the given orientation (ϕ), which is dis-
played after the adapter; and γ (t) is a function of adaptation time t (Green-
lee & Magnussen, 1987; Bednar & Miikkulainen, 2000; Dragoi et al., 2000).

Responses (z(ϕ/ϕa, t)) of the kth OD as function (ϕ, ϕa, t) can be calcu-
lated in the following way:

zk(ϕ/ϕa, t) = ck1x1(ϕ/ϕa, t) + ck2x2(ϕ/ϕa, t) = (�Ck(ϕk)�E(ϕ/ϕa, t)). (2.4)

2.3 Interaction among Local Analyzers. Many local analyzers are in-
volved in analyzing the orientation of a stimulus image displayed on the
RF of a local analyzer. After removing a stimulus from the receptive field,
its effect does not vanish immediately, and it interacts with later stimuli
in this receptive field, modifying the perception of orientation (Sekuler &
Littlejohn, 1974; Vaitkevicius et al., 2009). This is the TAE, a local adapta-
tion mechanism. It is well documented that along with the local adaptation,
there are nonlocal mechanisms that change the perceived orientation of the
test stimulus (Song et al., 2013; Müller, Schillinger, Do, & Leopold, 2009).
These mechanisms are related to increasing differences in orientation (ori-
entation contrast) between different lines, simultaneously displayed (Blake-
more et al., 1970; Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Sekuler & Littlejohn, 1974;
Dragoi & Sur, 2000; Müller et al., 2009). The TAE and the orientation simul-
taneous contrast (or TI), as functions of line orientations, are described by
Blakemore and Tobin (1972), Wenderoth and Zwan (1989), Jin et al. (2005),
and Müller et al., 2009.
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Let us assume that on two RFs of different local analyzers (the lth and
sth analyzers), two different lines oriented at ϕ and ϕ + � are displayed,
respectively. The interaction between these local neighbor analyzers could
be described in the following way:

�E/

l (ϕ,�) = �El (ϕ) − α�Es(ϕ + �). (2.5)

Vector �E/

l (ϕ,�) is generated by the lth local system taking into account
the influence of the signal (�Es(ϕ + �)) generated by neighbor sth local sys-
tem. This expression means that there is lateral inhibition between the same
type of CDs of the lth and sth local systems; the strength of inhibition is de-
scribed by the coefficient 0 < α < 1.

Taking into account the mutual lateral inhibition between CDs of local
analyzers, the response of the lth OD as a function of the angle � between
two lines could be calculated in this way:

zl (ϕ,�) = (�Cl (ϕ) , �E/

l (ϕ + �)) = (�Cl (ϕ)
(
�El (ϕ) − α�Es (ϕ + �)

)

= 1 − α cos 2�. (2.6)

As we see, the responses of the given detector depend only on the difference
� in orientations between two lines.

3 Comparisons of Model Properties with the Existing Psychophysical
Data

The TAE and TI depend mainly on the transformation of responses of the
two CDs already described.

3.1 Influence of Adaptation on the Responses of the CDs and Percep-
tion of Test Stimulus. The maximally excited OD in a set of ODs deter-
mines the perceived orientation of the stimulus. With an analysis of the
influence of adaptation and a simultaneous orientation contrast on an ori-
entation of cardinal vectors (CVs), we can determine how these processes
influence the orientation selectivity of ODs and determine TAE and the pro-
cess of normalization in the network.

Vector presentation related to coding stimulus orientation is shown in
Figure 2, where solid circles and gray circles, triangles mark the ends of
vector �E(ϕ), representing a stimulus oriented at the given angle ϕ before
and after adaptation. Responses of cosine and sine CDs are on the abscissa
and ordinate axes, respectively. How the adapter changes the CD responses
and thereby the CV orientation is clearly shown in Figure 3.

Taking into account that θ = 22.5◦, the vertical line (solid black, ϕ =
0◦) before adaptation should activate both CDs equally (the cosine
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Figure 3: Orientational sensitivities of two CDs as functions of stimulus orien-
tation before and after adaptation to line oriented by 22.5◦. Abscissa: orientation
of stimulus ϕ in degrees (orientation of vertical line equal 0◦). Ordinate: CD re-
sponses. The dashed line describes the sensitivity of the cosine detector before
and after adaptation. The thin dashed line and solid line present the sensitivity
of sine detector before and after adaptation respectively.

(dashed) and sine (thin dashed) detectors), x1(ϕ) = x2(ϕ) = cos 2(22.5◦) =
sin 2(22.5◦). In other words, the point where both lines intersect determines
the responses of two CDs to a vertical line. The situation changes after
adaptation to a line oriented at 22.5◦. In this case, the adapter activates the
sine- but does not activate cosine CD (see Figure 3). Hence, during the adap-
tation, only the response gain of the sine detector decreases; the response
gain of the nonactivated cosine detector does not change. As a result, the
vertical line (ϕ = 0◦), after adaptation activates these CDs unevenly. New
responses of CDs as a function ϕ are presented by the dashed and solid black
curves. The solid black vertical line appears to be turned counterclockwise
relative to the “perceived” vertical line (see Figure 3, short dashed vertical);
the true vertical, that is, appears to be turned counterclockwise relative to
the “perceived” vertical (repulsion effect, TAE). If the adapter is oriented at
−22.5◦, it activates the cosine and does not activate the sine CD. In this case,
we again have a repulsion effect: TAE.

3.2 Different Influences of Adaptation on the Magnitude of Re-
sponses of the CDs and ODs. According to equations 2.3, 2.3a, and 2.4,
the responses of the cardinal and orientation detectors depend on the
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adaptation. However, the influence of the adapter on the CD and OD
responses differs significantly. The magnitude of CD responses during
prolonged exposure to an adapter decreases independently over the whole
interval of angle ϕ (see equation 2.3). However, at the same time, their ori-
entational sensitivities are not changed.

The influence of the adaptation on the OD responses is more compli-
cated. The responses depend on both the magnitude of the vector, (see equa-
tion 2.3 a) �E(ϕ/ϕa, t) and its orientation, equation (2.4). Because the adapter
changes the orientation and magnitude of vector �E(ϕ/ϕa, t), the preferred
orientation and magnitude responses of ODs also change. This corresponds
to neurophysiological findings obtained by Dhruv and Carandini (2014)
that an adaptation reduces the response gain of CDs but does not change
their preferred orientation; however, the adaptation changes both the re-
sponse gain of ODs and their preferred orientations.

First, taking into account the adaptation, the magnitude of the OD re-
sponse to the preferred orientation at ϕk can be calculated from the follow-
ing bilinear form (slightly modified from equation 2.4):

zk(ϕ/ϕk, t) = (A(ϕk/ϕk, t)�Ek(ϕk); �E(ϕk)).

The value of this bilinear form is minimal for the eigenvector. Hence, the
responses of ODs tuned to either horizontal or vertical lines decrease max-
imally during adaptation. Unfortunately, this prediction was not checked
experimentally. To test this prediction, the time course of adaptation should
be simultaneously recorded for orientation-selective neurons with different
preferred orientations.

Second, the changes of the preferred orientation of ODs also stem from
the changes of the orientation of vector �E(ϕ/ϕa, t).

3.3 Influence of Adaptation on the Orientation Selectivity of ODs.
If the adaptation mechanism already described has a place in the brain,
it should arouse the changes in the orientation selectivity of ODs (see
Figure 4).

Indeed, considering neurophysiological data, some authors have shown
that if the angle between an adapter and test stimuli is in the range 0◦ to 30◦,
the preferred orientations of detectors are shifted away from the adapting
stimuli, whereas when angle �θ was in the range 45◦ to 67.5◦, the shift of the
preferred direction changes, but an adapter oriented at the cardinal orien-
tations does not shift the test stimuli (Bednar & Miikkulainen, 2000; Dragoi
et al., 2000 (see their Figure 1F); Felsen et al., 2002; Müller et al., 1999). The
average maximal shift was observed when the angle between an adapter
and test stimuli (�θ ) was equal to about 22.5◦ (Dragoi et al., 2000, Figure
1E). The properties of ODs of our model are qualitatively in agreement with
the experimental data.
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Figure 4: Influence of adaptation on responses of the model OD. Calculated
responses of the vertical line detector before and after adaptation to ±22.5◦ and
90◦ (see the legend) versus test line orientation ϕ. Responses to stimuli preceding
the adapter are presented by a solid black line.

The responses of the ODs, the preferred orientation of which equals 0◦ (a
vertical line) as a function of angle ϕ in the model before and after adapta-
tion, are pictured in Figure 4. The solid curve represents the OD responses
before adaptation. The dotted, dash-dotted, and dashed curves represent
the responses to stimuli oriented at 90◦ (or 0◦) and ±22.5◦, respectively, af-
ter adaptation. The horizontal (or vertical) adapter changes the magnitude
of responses but not the orientation selectivity of the OD. The adapters ori-
ented at ±22.5◦ cause a repulsive shift of the vertical test stimulus. These
properties of the model are consistent with the experimental data. Calcu-
lating the relationships, we assume that the CD responses after adapta-
tion decrease by 20% from their initial responses. The shift of the preferred
orientation of the given OD is the same in both two- and three-layer
models.

The adapter can initiate not only repulsion but also attraction. The sets
of the CVs modified by the adapter oriented at 22.5◦ and 60◦ are shown
by triangles and gray circles, respectively (see Figure 2). The ends of the
CVs of the true vertical stimulus before and after adaptation to the adapter
oriented at 22.5◦ and 60◦ are represented by black circles, triangles, and gray
circles, respectively. While the angle between the vertical line and adapter
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is smaller than ±45◦, the repulsion effect occurs, and for greater angles, the
attraction effect occurs.

Moreover, it should be noted, in an experimental situation, the OD re-
sponses depend on two processes: local and nonlocal ones (Held, 1963; Tem-
pleton et al., 1965; Wenderoth & Zwan, 1989; Dragoi & Sur, 2000; Jin et al.,
2005; Müller et al., 2009; Song et al., 2013). The joint impact of both of these
neural mechanisms on the tilt illusion of test stimulus observed after adap-
tation is discussed below.

3.4 Influence of Adaptation on Perceived Orientation. Let us assume
that a perceived line orientation depends on the preferred orientation of
the maximally excited OD. In order to compare the properties of the model
with the known experimental data, we simulated the same psychophysical
experiments using the proposed model.

Initially, the dependence of the responses of the detector with a given
preferred orientation was determined as a function of orientation ϕ. Let us
assume that this detector is maximally sensitive to a vertical line (ϕ = 0),
referred to below as the test line. After that, an adapter oriented at �θ angle
relative to the test line was exposed for a long time. After adaptation, the
response of the same neuron as a function of ϕ was again determined. The
aim was to determine how the adapter changes the responses of OD as a
function of the angle �θ between the adapter and test stimulus.

3.4.1 Adaptation and Perceptual TAE. Let us assume that the real orienta-
tion of the test line is ϕ. After exposure to an adapter oriented at ϕa, vector
�E(ϕ) is transformed to �E(ϕ/ϕa, t). Angle ��(ϕ/ϕa) between these two vec-
tors determines the shift of the preferred orientation of the given detector.
These functions versus angle (� = ϕ − ϕa) were calculated for vertical, hor-
izontal, and diagonal (oriented at 45◦) lines and compared with analogical
functions registered in experiments with humans.

The experimental and calculated TAE as a function of the adapter ori-
entation ϕa are pictured in Figure 5. In a Morant and Harris (1965) study, a
tilted line was observed for 1 min, and after a 7.5 s interval, the test line, hor-
izontal or vertical, was presented. The subject had to adjust the test line to
apparent vertical (or horizontal) orientation. The peak of TAE was observed
at +10◦ from the vertical (see Figure 5A), and at about +60◦, the repulsion
effect changed to attraction. In Campbell and Maffei (1971), an oblique grat-
ing was observed for 20 s. Then the orientation of a test grating was reported
by rotating a stick (placed at one side of the test grating) until it appeared
parallel with the vertical test grating. The peak of TAE was observed at ±15◦

from the vertical and disappeared exponentially at higher angles (see Fig-
ure 5B). In Müller at al. (2009), an adapter was slowly rotated during a 6 s
period and after a sound signal while the line stimulus was stationary; the
subject was required to report whether the stimulus rotated clockwise or
counterclockwise. They found that an adaptation effect peak was at ±15◦
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Figure 5: TAE as function of the adapter orientation. Experimental data de-
scribed by Morant and Harris (1965) (A), Campbell and Maffei (1971) (B), Müller
et al. (2009) (C), Gibson and Radner (1937) (D), Mitchell and Muir (1976) (E)
are marked by solid circles, and calculated model simulations are marked by
triangles.

and at ±75◦ (corresponding to ±15◦ from the horizontal stimulus) from the
vertical stimulus (see Figure 5C). In Gibson and Radner (1937), a line tilted
5◦ from the vertical or horizontal was observed for 90 s. After a 2 min rest
interval, the subject adjusted by hand the disc with the presented vertical
(or horizontal) line during an 8 s interval until it appeared vertical (or hor-
izontal). The authors found both effects—the repulsion and the attraction.
The peak of repulsion effect was at about +10◦, and the peak of attraction
was at about +70◦ (see Figure 5D). The TAE changed the direction at the
+45◦ of adaptation line. In Mitchell and Muir (1976), an adapting grating
was observed for 3 min. Then the test grating was presented for 2 s during
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which the subject indicated its apparent orientation by rotating a luminous
line situated 3◦ to the right of the test grating. The TAE peaks were observed
at about +15◦ and −10◦ of adopting grating relative to a horizontal test grat-
ing. As seen in Figure 5, our model data match the data of psychophysical
experiments quite well.

As indicated, the authors obtained different experimental data. Despite
these differences, they can be described in our model by the same function,
changing only two constants. One of them describes the speed of adapta-
tion and influences mainly the magnitude of TAE. The other determines
the magnitude of the lateral inhibition among the local orientation ana-
lyzers and changes the extremal point, where TI function is maximal (see
appendix A).

3.4.2 Dynamic OD Responses during Adaptation: The Normalization Ef-
fect. During the prolonged exposure of noncardinal lines, their perceived
orientation changes smoothly, a process known as the normalization effect
(Gibson, 1933; Gibson & Radner, 1937; Köhler & Wallach, 1944; Greenlee &
Magnussen, 1987). How can we explain the normalization effect with the
proposed model?

Moreover, the orientational sensitivity of ODs tuned to vertical and hor-
izontal lines does not change during adaptation (i.e., the preferred orienta-
tions of these detectors do not change). Adaptation is described by expres-
sion 2.3 or 2.3a: �E(ϕ/ϕa, t) = A(ϕa, t)�E(ϕ).

Because adaptation does not change the perception of cardinal stimuli, it
does not change the orientation of cardinal vectors representing the vertical
and horizontal lines. In other words, these vectors are the eigenvectors of
the adaptation operator A(ϕat). In our case, this operator has two pairs of
eigenvectors, which should satisfy the following requirements:

∣∣cos 2(ϕa + 22.5◦)
∣∣ = ∣∣sin 2(ϕa + 22.5◦)

∣∣ , (ϕa = 0, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦), (3.1)
∣∣cos 2(ϕa + 22.5◦)

∣∣ = 0 or
∣∣sin 2(ϕa + 22.5◦)

∣∣ = 0,

(ϕa = ±22.5◦, 67.5◦, 112.5◦). (3.2)

Expression (3.1) represents vertical, horizontal, and oblique lines ori-
ented at 45◦ and 135◦, and expression (3.2) represents oblique lines oriented
at ±22.5◦, 67.5◦, and 112.5◦, lines located among lines in expression (3.1).
The requirements of expression (3.1) mean that if stimuli excite both CDs
equally, then during adaptation, the CVs do not change. The same occurs if
stimuli excite only one CD, expression 3.2.

Detailed analysis shows that the lines of equation 3.2 are not sta-
ble, and any fluctuation in their orientations should produce their sub-
jective rotation toward the nearest stable lines of equation 3.1 (Fomin,
Sokolov, & Vaitkevicius, 1979). Unfortunately, we were able to find only one
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publication in which these properties of lines in equation 3.2 were checked
in detail experimentally (Vaitkevičius et al., 2009). However, there is insuf-
ficient information relating to the normalization effect of the diagonal lines
oriented at 45◦ and 135◦.

Mitchell and Muir (1976, 365) showed that “TAE occurs in the oblique
meridian (stimulus oriented at 45◦)”. Moreover, the dependence of this ef-
fect as a function of angle �θ between the diagonal and adapter is very
similar to the corresponding relationships for the vertical and horizontal
lines. It should be noted that according to these authors, there is no shift
(TAE) when angle �θ is equal to zero; the orientation of a line oriented at
45◦ does not change after prolonged viewing of the same oriented line (there
is no normalization effect). This fact is consistent with the prediction of the
model.

Let us consider this process in more detail. Assume that the adapter ex-
cites both CDs, but one of them (e.g., sine CD) is more excited than the other
(cosine CD). According to equation 2.3, the output response of the more ex-
cited sine CD decreases faster than cosine CD. Hence, during adaptation,
the CV produced by the stimulus is continuously rotating toward the near-
est eigenvector; the maximum of responses over the set of ODs is thus shift-
ing toward the OD tuned to cardinal orientation (see equation 3.1). As soon
as that occurs, the adaptation changes in orientation of the CV stop. In other
words, the distribution of the CVs within the interval 0◦ to 180◦ is changed,
and these changes depend on the orientation of the adapter. However, af-
ter the adaptation, the cardinal vectors (eigenvectors) corresponding to the
subjective vertical and horizontal lines will not change orientation in rela-
tion to each other, although the absolute orientations of physical lines that
activate both CDs equally will change. This statement could be not valid for
other vectors.

3.5 Influence of Interaction among Local Analyzer on the TI and OD
Responses.

3.5.1 Influence on the TI. Along with the adaptation, the nonlocal lateral
interactions among the CDs of the different local analyzers also affect both
the perceived orientation of test stimulus and the responses of CDs and
ODs. If the other line (inducer stimulus) is displayed in the in vicinity of the
test line, then the perceived orientation of the test line changes depending
on the angle (�) between the test and inducer lines (Blakemore et al., 1970;
Müller et al., 2009). The repulsion effect is observed for acute angles, and
the attraction is observed for obtuse angles higher than 90◦ (see Figure 12
in appendix B).

The experimental results of these authors are pictured in Figure 6. The
interaction between test and inducer lines in the model using algorithms de-
scribed in section 2.3 was also calculated (see equation 2.5 and appendix A).
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Figure 6: Tilt illusion as a function of orientation angle � between test and in-
duced stimuli. The angle � between the inducer and test line is on the abscissa;
changes of the perceived orientation of test line are on the ordinate. Solid black
circles in both panels are the experimental data (left panel: Blakemore et al.,
1970; right panel: Müller et al., 2009). The calculated model simulations are pre-
sented by the solid line marked by triangles.

The calculated dependence versus angle (�) is also pictured in Figure 6 (see
the solid black line).

3.5.2 Influence of the Inducer on the Responses of ODs. According to Blake-
more and Tobin (1972), the inducer maximally inhibits the response of OD
when its preferred orientation coincides with the orientation of the inducer.
The experimentally registered responses of the OD as a function of an angle
� between the test and the inducer lines (inducer stimuli) are pictured in
Figure 7.

The dotted line represents the response of the given detector to the
preferred line in the absence of interactions (α = 0). The dashed line
represents the responses of the detector to the preferred line when a
coefficient α is fixed (α = 0.8). Taking into account that the averaged dis-
tance between test and induction lines increases with increasing angle �,it
is assumed that coefficient α decreases exponentially with angle �. The
solid line represents detector responses when coefficient α exponentially
decreases with angle �. The responses of a detector are maximally inhib-
ited when the test and induction lines are collinear (� = 0). When the angle
between lines increases, the inhibitory effect decreases. An excitatory effect
replaces the inhibitory one, when the angle becomes larger than 45◦. A simi-
lar result was experimentally obtained by Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; see also
Dragoi & Sur, 2000).
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Figure 7: Responses of an OD as a function of angle �. Dotted lines with solid
circles show the dependence of the responses of the detector to the preferred
test line in the absence of and under the influence of the inducer respectively
(Blakemore & Tobin, 1972). The solid line with solid triangles shows calculated
model simulations.

4 Influence of Adaptation and Orientation Contrast on Orientational
Sensitivity

Now the question arises as to how adaptation modifies the orientational
sensitivity of the network. Let us assume that the sensitivity of the net-
work is determined by the minimal angle (�ϕ) of the line rotation, at which
the maximum detector response is shifted from one detector to the near-
est detectors. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the ODs are ho-
mogeneously distributed over the angle interval (0◦–180◦). In this case the
just-noticed line rotation (�ϕ) could be determined by the just-noticed
angle (�� = 2�ϕ) between two vectors �E(ϕ) and �E(ϕ + �ϕ). Before adap-
tation, the angle �� = constant (see Figure 2). After adaptation the dis-
tribution of vectors changes. In some intervals, density decreases (angle
between two neighboring vectors increases), but in other intervals, density
increases (the angles decrease; see the gray circles and triangles). Thus, the
sensitivity increases in the regions where angles between neighboring vec-
tors are larger (a small rotation of the line produced the large angle in vector
space and vice versa). However, increasing the resolution for some vectors
means that the length of the circle arc, on which these stimuli are mapped,
is stretched. But as the length of the whole circle is fixed, the enlargement of
one part causes the shrinking of other parts. On average, the orientational
sensitivity over the whole interval of angles should be constant.

In order to illustrate this statement we calculate the angles �(ϕ,�) =
�E(ϕ) − �E(ϕ + �) and �(ϕ/ϕa,�) = �E(ϕ/ϕa, t) − �E((ϕ + �)/ϕa, t) as a
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Figure 8: Impact of adaptation on the network orientational sensitivity. On the
abscissa is a line orientation ϕ in degrees. On the ordinate, the difference (��)
in estimation of line orientation physically turned by 5◦.

function of test line ϕ and adapter ϕa orientation before and after adapta-
tion. Changes of sensitivity could be estimated by the following function:
��(ϕ) = �(ϕ/ϕa,�) − �(ϕ,�). If ��(ϕ) is positive, the sensitivity in-
creases; it decreases when �� < 0. The results of these calculations are
shown in Figure 8. Numbers in legends identify the orientation of the
adapter in respect of the physical vertical line.

As seen, the adaptation to the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal lines ori-
ented at 45◦ does not affect the orientational sensitivity of the network. The
adapter located between these cardinal orientations affects orientational
sensitivity significantly. Where differences in orientation of test lines and
adapter do not exceed 45◦, orientational sensitivity increases: �� > 0. Oth-
erwise orientational sensitivity decreases: �� < 0. The increase of orienta-
tional sensitivity is maximal if both adapter and test lines are oriented at
22.5◦, 67.5◦, 112.5◦ or 157.5◦. It should be noted that the average value of
�� always equals zero. Unfortunately, we could not find any experimen-
tal research addressing this problem. However, Gutnisky and Dragoi (2008,
220), studying the influence of adaptation on the responses of an OD pop-
ulation (neurons of V1 monkey cortex), wrote: “Post-adaptation changes in
noise correlations cause the largest improvement in network performance
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Figure 9: Impact of inhibitory interaction among local systems on the estima-
tion of the physical angle between two lines. On the abscissa, the given angle
between two lines, in degrees. On the ordinate, the differences of angles be-
tween physical and estimated angles, in degrees. Dashed line: lateral inhibition
between two systems does not depend on angle α. Solid black line: the lateral
inhibitory coefficient α exponentially decreases as physical angle � increases.

when test stimuli are similar or largely dissimilar with respect to the adapt-
ing orientation.” The impact of adaptation on the orientational sensitivity
of the population of ODs of our model is similar (see Figure 8).

In turn, orientation contrast or TI also regulates the orientational sen-
sitivity of the model. In order to illustrate this statement, we calculated
how TI subjectively changes the angles between two CD vectors �El (ϕ) and
�Es(ϕ + �) corresponding to lines l and s oriented at angle ϕ and ϕ + �, re-
spectively. The differences between the given physical angle and the calcu-
lated one (�� = �(α,�) − �) as a function of physical angle � are pictured
in Figure 9.

�(α,�) is a function of strength of interaction α and angle �. The dashed
line is a function where coefficient α is constant (α = 0.5); the solid black
line was calculated when α = 0.5 exp(− f (�)). The greater coefficient α (0 <

α < 1) is, the greater is the maximum of the function, and its maximum is
shifted more toward small angles �. The obtained results do not conflict
with well-known experimental findings (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Dragoi
& Sur, 2000; Jin et al., 2005).
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5 Conclusion

1. The proposed model of a local analyzer explains the coding of line orien-
tation. It consists of two independent CDs and many ODs. There are many
local analyzers, the receptive fields of which are located in different areas
of the retina.

2. The stimuli displayed in the receptive field of a local analyzer excite
the two CDs, whose signals, with some weightings, are summed up linearly
by ODs. The summed weightings of each OD are chosen in such a way that
the preferred orientation of the given detector should depend on the ratio
of CD signals uniquely. The vertical and horizontal lines excite both CDs
equally.

3. During prolonged exposure to a stimulus, the output signals of CDs
decrease, but their orientational sensitivities do not change. Although the
connections among CDs and ODs do not change, the preferred orientations
of ODs change.

4. The normalization effect and tilt aftereffect are results of adaptation.
During the normalization process, the ratio of output signals of two CDs
changes until they become equal.

5. If angles between test stimuli and adapter are less than about 60◦, stim-
uli are repulsed from the adapter. If this angle is greater than 60◦, the per-
ceived test stimuli are attracted to the adapter. During this process, the ori-
entational sensitivity increases in some regions while in others it decreases;
however, on average, the orientational sensitivity does not change.

6. Along with the local tilt aftereffect, there is another process related to
nonlocal interactions among different local analyzers. As a result of this in-
teraction, the ability to discriminate the differences in orientations of stimuli
increase (orientation contrast increases).

7. The observed adaptation effects stem from two processes: local adap-
tation (TAE) and nonlocal process (TI or orientation contrast).

In our opinion, the basic principles of the proposed model are not unique to
orientation selectivity. They could be adapted to coding of visual stimulus
movement and of stimulus location in 3D space (binocular analyzer) and
expanded to the perception of tactile stimuli.

Appendix A: Joint Influence of Adaptation and Orientation Contrast on
Determination of Line Orientation in the Model

Figure 10 presents the joint influence of adaptation and orientation contrast
in physical space of local analyzers.

First, the adapter is exposed and oriented at angle ϕad, which affects
the CDs of a local analyzer. Second, after adaptation, the physical verti-
cal test line oriented at angle ϕv = 0 is displayed, and the test line should
be matched to a “subjective” vertical line. Hence, taking into account the
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Figure 10: The joint influence of adaptation and orientation contrast on per-
ception of the vertical test line. The test line is displayed first (Preview box),
followed by the adapter (Adaptation box), and test line (Testing box). The re-
sults of the sequence of events are described in the Results box.

above, we have two interacted stimuli. After adaptation, the vertical line
in the local analyzer corresponds to the vector �E(ϕv/ϕad ) = A(ϕad, t)�E(ϕv )),
and in the other neighboring analyzer, the trace of the adapting stimulus
(inducer) corresponds to the vector A(ϕad, t)�E(ϕad).

As results of the joint impact of these two stimuli on the CDs of the local
analyzer, we have a new stimulus described by the following vector:

�E/ (ϕv/ϕad ) = A(ϕad, t)[�E(ϕv ) − α�E(ϕad )]. (A.1)

Without a nonlocal interaction, the influence of adaptation on the subjective
changes of orientation of the test (vertical) in the local analyzer (i.e., TAE)
is described by the angles

�ψad = ̂�E(ϕv/ϕad ), �E(ϕv ) = ̂A(ϕad, t)�E(ϕv ), E(ϕv ).
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Figure 11: Orientation illusions stem from adaptation and simultaneous con-
trast (TI). On the abscissa is the angle (deg) between the test line and either the
adapter or inducer. On the ordinate is an orientation of the vertical (test) line.
(A) Changes of orientation (deg) of subjective vertical line versus the angle be-
tween the vertical (test) line and adapter. (B) Changes of orientation (deg) of
subjective vertical line versus the angle between the vertical (test) line and in-
ducer. (C) Changes of perceived orientation, taking into account, both the action
TAE and TI jointly (i.e., panels A and B).

This dependence as a function of the angle between the adapter and test
stimulus is shown in Figure 11A.

The influence of nonlocal interactions between neighboring analyzers on
the changes of perception of vertical line orientation is characterized by the
angle between two vectors:
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�ψ contr = ̂

([
�El (ϕv ) − α�En (ϕad )

]
, �E (ϕv )

)
.

The first one, �El (ϕv ), corresponds to the test stimulus displayed in the RF of
the lth local analyzer. Another vector, �El (ϕv ) − α�En (ϕad ) = �E/

l (ϕv ,�) stems
from interaction between nonlocal analyzers (see equation 2.5). Here �El (ϕv )
stands for the test stimulus displaying in the RF of the lth local analyzer.
Vector �En (ϕad ) stands for the adapter preceding the test stimulus mapped
in the RF of the neighbor analyzer. The quantity � = ϕad − ϕv stands for the
physical angle between the adapter and test (vertical) stimulus.

The angle �′ψcontr as a function of ϕad is shown in Figure 11B.
The influence of both adaptation and lateral interaction on the perceived

orientation of the test (vertical) line could be calculated as

�	 = ( ̂�E(ϕv/ϕad ), �E(ϕv )) = (A(ϕad, t)
[
�E (ϕv ) − α�E (ϕad )

]
�E (ϕv )).

Angle �	 as a function of ϕad is shown in Figure 11C.
The calculated dependences of the model do not contradict different ex-

perimental data (see Figure 5, 6, and 9). In all cases, we used the same for-
mulas for calculations, changing only two coefficients. The first of them
changes the speed of adaptation and a magnitude of TAE. The second
changes the extreme points of TAE, as well as its magnitude.

Appendix B: Repulsion and Attraction Effects in Case of Tilt Illusion

For simplicity, we explore the interaction between two lines (the vertical
line oriented at ϕ = 0◦ and an arbitrary one, called the inducer, oriented at
ϕi ). In Figure 12, two different situations are analyzed. The black and gray
solid lines on the left side of the figure represent the test line and inducer,
respectively. The dashed black line represents the perceived orientation of
the test line. The black and gray solid vectors at the right side of the figure
represent the test E(ϕt ) and inducer E(ϕi), respectively. It should be noticed
that the angles between the vectors are two times larger than the angles
between physical lines (see expression 2.1). We propose that lateral inhibi-
tion among cardinal detectors separately coding the inducer and test line is
described in the following way: E(ϕt |ϕi) = E(ϕt ) − αE(ϕi) (this procedure is
explained at the right side of figure). While the angles between the inducer
and test line are in range −90◦ < ϕ < 90◦, the vector E(ϕt |ϕi) (black dashed
vector) is rotated counterclockwise (repulsion effect). However, while the
angles between the inducer and test line are in the range 90◦ < ϕ < 180◦

the vector E(ϕt |ϕi) is rotated clockwise (attraction effect; bottom right of the
figure). It means that acute angles between lines are enlarged and obtuse
angles are reduced. In other words, this procedure diminishes the correla-
tion between the responses of detectors representing orientations of lines
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Figure 12: The principles of repulsion (top) and attraction (bottom). Physical
positions of stimuli are presented on the left side, and the response vectors on
the right side.

in a set of detectors and enlarges the ability to notice the differences in line
orientations.
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